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PENN STAINLESS PRODUCTS INSTALLS NEW PLASMA CUTTER AT JACKSON
CENTER FACILITY
Jackson Center, PA, August 16, 2018 – Penn Stainless Products recently installed a
new Koike Aronson Versagraph Millennium Series Plasma Cutting System (model
6300) at their Jackson Center facility. The new unit provides western Pennsylvania and
eastern Ohio the same high-quality cuts available through PSP’s Quakertown facility at
shorter delivery times. The system utilizes Hypertherm HPR800XD HyPerformance®
Plasma technology for a clean, consistent cut up to 2.5” thick, and features an extrawide cutting envelope of 10 feet wide x 40 feet long.
PSP’s new plasma cutting solution at the Jackson Center facility brings the company’s
total count to three units. Capabilities include fine-feature cuts, a quick disconnect torch
for fast, reliable performance, and a significantly reduced bevel angle of 1° to 3° for
narrow cleft. PSP is also increasing plate inventory at the Jackson Center facility. For
larger plasma-cut parts up to 6-1/4” thick, PSP can process in Quakertown, PA and
deliver to customers in Western PA and Eastern OH within days.
According to Jason Martineau, Regional General Manager of Penn Stainless, “The
additional plasma cutter at our Jackson Center facility will allow us to support our
customers in western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio with equipment that is established
in this market space.” Martineau continued, “It will enable us to offer better lead times
and more control over the cutting process locally.”

For more information, contact Penn Stainless Products, Inc., 102 McQuiston Drive,
Jackson Center, PA 16133 USA; Phone: 1-800-222-6144 / 215-536-3053; Fax: 215-5363255 E-mail: sales@pennstainless.com; Web: www.pennstainless.com
About Penn Stainless Products
Founded in 1979, Penn Stainless is a full line distributor and processor of stainless steel
sheet, plate, bar, structural, pipe and tubular products. Now one of the Top 50 Metal
Service Centers in North America, Penn serves domestic and international customers in
stainless, high-temperature, corrosion, Duplex and PH alloys. Besides leveling, Penn
Stainless offers extensive cutting services, including: coil processing, plate shearing,
sheet shearing, plasma, HQ plasma, plate laser cutting and dynamic waterjet, as well as
machine, saw and Amada production cutting.
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